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Abstract—Multi-path routing establishes multiple paths be-
tween a source and destination node in a network. This helps
in achieving reliability in mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs).
To achieve efficient, secure and reliable multi-path routing for
MANETs, we propose a routing mechanism that uses cross-
layer strategies. The cross-layer strategy involves incorporating
feedback and information from layers below the network layer
to make decisions at the network layer. We also propose a path
evaluation mechanism for the paths returned by the proposed
multi-path routing mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

MANETs demand end-to-end reliability guarantees in rout-
ing operations. With high mobility, once-established links
could fail which lead to communication failures. One possible
solution to this problem is to have multi-path routing capabili-
ties in MANETs. Multi-path routing establishes multiple paths
between particular source and destination network nodes. This
helps in achieving reliability in MANETs apart from other
benefits such as load balancing [1].

In theory, completely disjoint paths between source and
destination nodes are required to maximize the benefits of
multi-path routing. In practice, this is very hard if certain
nodes in a partitioned network act as gateway nodes to
another set of nodes. Hence, current research has focused
on establishing maximally disjoint paths between particular
source and destination nodes [1].

An application for secure multi-path routing is, critical
messages being securely and reliably delivered among soldiers
treading a hostile environment.

In this paper, we propose a cross-layer strategy for secure
multi-path routing in MANETs. The routing decisions made
at the network layer depend on feedback and inputs from
the lower physical and link layers. Security is built into this
routing mechanism and path selection is based on forwarding
behaviors of nodes in the network and link quality of each
hop in a path. We show that with mobile nodes, cross-layer
strategy via information sharing from lower layers helps in
achieving reliability in routing and path selection.

We discuss the system model and assumptions in Section II
and introduce the multi-path routing using cross-layer strate-
gies in Section III. Section IV discusses securing the proposed
multi-path routing and path evaluation is discussed in Section
V . We discuss our future work and conclude in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

The network is an undirected graph G = (N,E), where N
represents nodes in the network and E represents the links
between the nodes in the network. Nodes in the network
support unicast and broadcast communications.

The paths established between a source and destination node
pair S,D ∈ N is denoted by the set PSD. We assume that
the network is deployed by one entity or an enterprise and
the network nodes have pairwise symmetric keys installed in
them. Kij denotes the shared symmetric-key between nodes i
and j. The nodes periodically broadcast beacons which contain
their identity and other programmed information. Nodes do not
cache any previously established routes and do not perform
gratuitous route replies to route request messages. Destination
node acknowledges on receiving a packet successfully and the
acknowledgement packet contains the source route on which
data packet was received or the ID of the route. We also
assume that node’s hardware is tamper proof.

A. Adversary model

As nodes are deployed by one entity, we have in-network
adversaries. This adversary can drop packets, provide false
updates, spoof network packets, launch black-hole attack and
DoS attacks through broadcast storms. The adversary could ex-
hibit an ON-OFF behavior being selective in its participation in
network control operations and abstain from data forwarding.

III. MULTIPATH ROUTING USING A CROSS-LAYER
STRATEGY

In this section we introduce and explain the multi-path
routing mechanism using a cross-layer strategy, allowing for
routing decisions to be made based on information gathered
from the physical and link layers.

A. Node neighborhood using physical layer measurements

One of the assumptions stated in Section II is, periodic
beaconing in the network conveying their presence in the
network. This enables network nodes in their radio proximity
to be aware of who their neighbors are. In our paper we define
neighborhood Ni of any node i ∈ N as a set of network nodes
j ∈ N , who’s beacon’s received signal strength indication
(RSSI) is greater than a preset threshold and consistent over
at-least p beacon periods.



If mobile nodes move across neighborhoods in each beacon
period, then immediate neighborhood update will be inconsis-
tent with actual neighborhood. This notion of stationarity in
network dynamics help in building reliability and consistency
in data required for network layer operations.

The use of RSSI for neighbor-aware networking in
MANETs has been well explored [2] [3]. Through beaconing,
nodes share their connectivity information. We define connec-
tivity information as a set of nodes in the network who are
immediate neighbors or reachable via the neighboring node
being on the path. If mobility in nodes lead to change in neigh-
borhoods, the nodes update their connectivity information via
their beacons. From the small world model [4] [5], it can be
assumed that certain nodes in a network will continue to have
good connectivity even when nodes are mobile. Analogy to
this would be, soldiers at the edge of the pack may not have
consistent neighbors compared to soldiers in the middle of the
pack. It is fair to assume that network nodes on deployment
first establish their neighborhood prior to establishing any path
in the network.

B. Route establishment
Source node S ∈ N wants to reach the destination node

D ∈ N . At first, S checks if D is its one hop neighbor, in
that case no route establishment is needed, the message is
sent across to D by unicasting it. However, if D happens to
be reachable via nodes m ∈ NS , then S unicasts the route
request (rreq) packet(s) with D as the destination and first
hop as the neighboring node(s) that have connectivity to D.

An intermediate node on receiving a rreq packet performs
the same operation that the source node performs if it finds
that its neighbors can reach D. At each hop the nodes add
their next hop neighbor whom they know can reach D. In this
process, the nodes check if they have received multiple copies
on the same path by validating a random nonce. They do not
discard the rreq packets coming from different paths, this is to
support maximum number of paths to be established between
a source and destination. If a node sees itself listed in the path,
it drops the rreq packet and looping is avoided.
S or the intermediate nodes may not have any connectivity

to D even through its neighbors. D may have moved, its new
neighborhoods are not updated yet and its previous neighbor-
hoods have no connectivity to D. In this case, the rreq packet
is broadcasted. The broadcast will stop at a neighborhood that
is updated about D’s connectivity. Thus beaconing helps in
mitigating rreq packet’s broadcast storm to some extent.

Once the route request packet reaches D, it constructs
a route reply (rrep) packet and sends it back to S in the
same path it was received. The destination node D does this
for all rreq packets it receives from different routes. If the
intermediate nodes receive a rrep message, D’s ID is added
to the list of nodes in their connectivity list. This connectivity
information is updated in their next beacon.

C. Route management
When a node in a path knows that connectivity to the

next hop node in the network is lost during data forwarding,

it creates a gratuitous rreq packet and broadcasts it to its
neighborhood. The new rreq packet carries with it the original
forwarded message from S destined to D as a payload.
Eventually the gratuitous rreq message reaches D using route
establishment mechanism in Section III-B. D processes the
request message and the forwarded data packet, constructs a
new acknowledgement packet that informs S not only of data
being acknowledged, but also of a new route S could consider
for routing data.

The intermediate nodes which see the link failure do not
broadcast a link failure message, but rather update their neigh-
borhood of the connectivity information by deleting the entry
of D in their connectivity list through their periodic beacons.
Thus link failures are reported in a subtle, but very efficient
manner. Compared to traditional MANET routing protocols [6]
[7], we have proposed a source routing mechanism that uses
the knowledge of network node’s connectivity. With time, it
is possible that every node in the network has connectivity
information to every other node.

D. Link layer measurements for path reliability

In the rrep packet, each intermediate node in the path
adds a measurement observed in the link layer. Estimated
Transmission Count (ETX) is a measurement from the link
layer which is reported to the network layer through the rrep
packet [8]. When S processes this information, it has a notion
of how good the intermediate links of the path pSD are.

IV. SECURITY FOR MULTI-PATH ROUTING IN MANETS

The communications between S and D are authenticated by
verifying a nonce (ηS) sent by S. Since we are in the realm
of multi-path routing, we aim to reduce the cryptographic
computations as more packets might have to be processed
compared to uni-path routing.

When S wants to send a data packet or initiate a rreq
process, it sends a nonce in the clear and also encrypts the
nonce with the path using the shared symmetric key with
the destination as shown in Figure 1. In subsequent hops,
the intermediate nodes encrypt the nonce and append their
ID with encrypted payload from previous node and encrypt
this whole message with the share symmetric key between
them and D. On receiving this message, D decrypts the
packet in the reverse order of the ID’s recorded in clear
text and verifies the nonce sent by S with the decrypted
version of the nonce sent by all intermediate nodes. If they
all match, then the destination believes that packet has arrived
from S, intermediate nodes have participated correctly in the
forwarding or route establishment phase and the message has
traversed in the same path as declared by S. The proposed
multi-path routing mechanism explained in Section III along
with security features is shown in Figure 1.

A. Countering adversarial behavior

Since D securely acknowledges every communication made
by S, S maintains the forwarding behavior of the intermediate
nodes on the path to D. The forwarding behavior of a node is



\\Route Discovery
\ \ S wants to reach D
if D ∈ NS

S → D : 〈S,D, ηS , {ηS , TSS , Data}KSD
〉

else if D ∈ NS ’s connectivity
∀j ∈ NSwith connectivity to D
S → j :〈S, j,D{j, ηS , {S,D, TSS , ηS}KSD

}KSj
〉

else
S → ∗ : 〈S,D, ηS , {S,D, TS, ηS}KSD

〉
end if
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
\\ Intermediate node j receives the rreq packet to D
if message request is not fresh and from the same path

Drop request
else if D ∈ Nj

j → D : 〈S, j,D, ηS , {ηS}KjD
, {S,D, TSS , ηS}KSD

〉
else if D ∈ any of Nj ’s connectivity
∀k ∈ Nj with connectivity to D
j → k : 〈S, j, k,D, ηS , {j, k,ηS , {ηS}KjD

, {S,D, TSS , ηS}KSD
}Kjk

〉
else Re-broadcast source’s request
j → ∗ : 〈S, j,D, ηS , {ηS}KjD

, {j{S,D, TS, ηS}KSD
}KjD

〉
end if
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
\\ node j sees break in link to next-hop node in source route
if no connectivity to D in Nj

j → ∗ : 〈S, . . . , j,D, ηS , {{ηS , TSS , Data}KSD
}KjD

〉
else if ∀i ∈ ηj has connectivity to D
j → i : 〈S, .., j, i,D, ηS , {j, i, ηS , {ηS , }KjD

,

{ηS , TSS , Data}KSD
}Kji

〉
end if
D processes rreq and constructs a rrep packet
D → last hop node on source route : 〈Reversed Source Route

{Source Route, ηS , TS}KSD
〉

Fig 1. This figure explains the secure multi-path routing
mechanism using cross-layer strategy. i → j and i → ∗ de-
note node-node communication and broadcast communication
respectively.

a ratio of successfully acknowledged packets to total number
of packets routed through that node, this also serves as a
reputation metric. If the acknowledgement is lost or is in-
correctly acknowledged, the reputation value for intermediate
nodes drop. Adversary nodes cannot modify the original rreq
packet or inject additional information as ηS is encrypted with
KSD which is known only to S and D. If tampered, D will
see that the nonce test fails. Black-holing cannot be avoided
during network bootstrapping phase, but once network node
connectivity information is established black-holing could be
mitigated. Broadcast storms are mitigated by network nodes
sharing updates using beacons.

V. PATH EVALUATION PROCESS

Each intermediate node appends the probability distribution
of the ETX measurements for its next hop neighbor in the rrep
packet. Each ETX measurement is treated as an independent
random variable denoted by ETXij , with a probability distri-
bution of finite mean and variance denoted by PEij

. Forward-
ing history of each intermediate node (Fi) on the obtained path
can also be treated as an independent random variable with

a distribution (PFi
) which has finite mean and variance. We

assume that there is a trustworthy process in place to compute
and collect the ETX and forwarding statistics.

If the independent random variables are identical in their
distribution, Central Limit Theorem (CLT) can be used to
derive the average ETX (ETXp) and forwarding statistics (Fp)
of a path p. Using (1) and (2), it can be seen that a random
variables ETXp and Fp are be defined as sum of respective
independent random variables.

ETXp =
∑

link ij∈p

ETXij (1)

Fp =
∑

link ij∈p

Fi (2)

We formulate he utility function Up of p as a function of
ETXP and Fp represented as Up = f (ETXp , Fp). If the
resulting distribution of Up is Gaussian, then it helps us in
determining the extent of reliability in a path p. Thus, even if
nodes keep track of round trip time of messages for the path
itself, they will be able to better estimate the quality of path
using this utility function which even incorporates link quality.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The cross-layer strategy in our paper is to use RSSI mea-
surements in the physical layer to define node neighborhood,
ETX measurement from the link layer and node forwarding
behavior from network layer to study path reliability via
a utility function. We use all these as building blocks to
support reliable and secure multi-path routing via a cross-layer
strategy. We intend to simulate the proposed mechanism and
study the effects of traditional MANETs security attacks on
multi-path routing.
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